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ABSTRACT

New geologic mapping, tectonic geomor-
phologic, and cosmogenic radionuclide geo-
chronologic data provide the fi rst numerical 
constraints on late Quaternary vertical slip 
and horizontal extension rates across the 
southern Sierra Nevada frontal fault zone, 
California. This fault zone exposes numer-
ous NNW-striking, east-facing normal fault 
scarps that offset seven distinct Quaternary 
alluvial surfaces and a rockslide deposit. 
Beryllium-10 cosmogenic radionuclide sur-
face-exposure dating of these surfaces pro-
vides surface abandonment model ages of 
123.7 ± 16.6 ka, 60.9 ± 6.6 ka, 25.8 ± 7.5 ka, 
4.4 ± 1.1 ka, and 4.1 ± 1.0 ka on alluvial fan 
surfaces, and 18.7 ± 3.9 ka on the rockslide 
deposit. These age constraints, combined 
with measurements of vertical surface offset 
across fault scarps, yield preferred late Pleis-
tocene to Holocene vertical and horizontal 
extensional slip rates of 0.2–0.3 mm/yr and 
0.1–0.2 mm/yr. Vertical slip-rate estimates 
in this study are comparable to late Pleisto-
cene vertical slip-rate estimates across other 
prominent range-front normal faults within 
the Basin and Range Province. These geo-
logic and geochronologic results indicate that 
the eastern escarpment of the southern Sierra 
Nevada has remained tectonically active 
throughout the late Quaternary. Combining 
our data with slip data from the Owens Valley 

and Lone Pine faults implies that slip along 
the eastern escarpment of the Sierra Nevada 
block is partitioned into three components: 
dominantly dextral slip along the Owens Val-
ley fault, intermediate oblique slip along the 
Lone Pine fault, and subordinate normal slip 
along the Sierra Nevada frontal fault zone. 
These observations are consistent with global 
positioning system (GPS) data, which indi-
cate that dextral shear-strain accumulation 
dominates today along the western bound-
ary of the Eastern California Shear Zone and 
Basin and Range Province.

Keywords: neotectonics, Sierra Nevada, nor-
mal fault, Basin and Range Province, geochro-
nology, Eastern California Shear Zone.

INTRODUCTION

The interaction between continental exten-
sion and dextral shear within the southwestern 
U.S. Cordillera makes it one of the world’s best 
places to examine whether the crust accom-
modates these different deformation styles by 
fault-slip partitioning within a single regional 
stress fi eld or by temporally distinct alternating 
or cyclic normal and strike-slip stress regimes. 
One of the most prominent geomorphic features 
within this region is the Sierra Nevada, a moun-
tain range with a mean elevation of 2800 m 
above sea level and bounded along its east fl ank 
by a normal fault system, the Sierra Nevada 
frontal fault zone, and a few kilometers farther 
east by a dextral fault zone, the Owens Valley 
fault. The Sierra Nevada frontal fault zone and 
Owens Valley fault defi ne the western boundary 

of both the Eastern California Shear Zone and 
Basin and Range Province, a region where NW 
dextral shear has been superimposed on E-W 
extension (Fig. 1).

There is a long history of research on the ori-
gin of Sierra Nevada topography and the role 
the Sierra Nevada frontal fault zone plays in 
the evolution of this part of the Cordillera (e.g., 
Lindgren, 1911; Christensen, 1966; Jones et 
al., 2004). This fault zone was long considered 
to have formed by regional Basin and Range 
extension (e.g., Bateman and Wahrhaftig, 1966). 
More recently, data from global positioning sys-
tem (GPS), topographic, geoid, and Quaternary 
fault-slip studies were used to hypothesize that 
NW dextral shear and E-W extension within the 
Eastern California Shear Zone resulted from 
translation of the Sierra Nevada both parallel and 
perpendicular to the Pacifi c–North American 
plate boundary in consequence of plate tractions 
and gravitational potential energy, respectively 
(e.g., Flesch et al., 2000; Bennett et al., 2003; 
Hammond and Thatcher, 2004). Data from pet-
rological, geochemical, and geophysical studies 
investigating Sierra Nevada lithospheric struc-
ture and young deformation along the western 
boundary of the Basin and Range Province led 
Jones et al. (2004, and references therein) to 
suggest that removal of lithosphere beneath the 
Sierra Nevada at ca. 3.5 Ma initiated uplift and 
increased extensional strain rates. These authors 
also postulated that a combination of locally 
derived internal forces (gravitational potential 
energy) and plate boundary forces drive fault 
kinematics along the western boundary of the 
Eastern California Shear Zone and Basin and 
Range Province.
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In contrast to these hypotheses, the orienta-
tion of normal and strike-slip faults along the 
eastern margin of the Sierra Nevada relative to 
the small circles to the Sierra Nevada–North 
America Euler pole, coupled with kinematic 
inversions of earthquake focal mechanisms, led 
Unruh et al. (2003) to hypothesize that most 
of the normal faulting along the eastern fl ank 
of the Sierra Nevada is related to plate-bound-
ary–driven NW translation of this rigid block 
rather than to Sierra Nevada uplift or Basin and 
Range extension.

For both hypotheses, motion of the Sierra 
Nevada block should be accommodated within 
the upper crust along its eastern fl ank by either 
oblique fault slip or spatially partitioned slip 
into normal and dextral components within 
a single stress regime, or by temporally parti-
tioned slip into normal and dextral components 
within alternating normal and strike-slip stress 
regimes (cf. Wesnousky and Jones, 1994; Bellier 
and Zoback, 1995). In this paper, we describe 
the results of new detailed geologic mapping, 
tectonic, geomorphologic, and cosmogenic 

 radionuclide (CRN) geochronologic investi-
gations along the southern part of the Sierra 
Nevada frontal fault zone. Our data provide the 
fi rst numerical late Quaternary fault-slip rates 
along this part of the fault zone that bear on how 
Sierra Nevada motion has been accommodated 
by fault slip during this time period.

GEOLOGIC SETTING

The Sierra Nevada and the adjacent Central 
Valley defi ne the rigid Sierran microplate, which 
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Figure 1. (A) Index map show-
ing location of Sierra Nevada. 
(B) Shaded relief map of a part 
of Eastern California Shear 
Zone (ECSZ) and western Basin 
and Range Province, showing 
major Quaternary faults. Solid 
circles are on the hanging wall 
of normal faults, and arrows 
indicate relative motion across 
strike-slip faults. Circled num-
bers, keyed to Table 5, show 
locations of calculated vertical 
slip rates for the eastern Sierra 
Nevada range front.
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is translating northwest nearly parallel to the rel-
ative motion between the Pacifi c–North Ameri-
can plates (Argus and Gordon, 1991; Dixon et 
al., 2000). The Sierra Nevada is a west-tilted 
normal fault block that defi nes the western mar-
gin of both the Eastern California Shear Zone 
and the Basin and Range Province (Fig. 1). The 
combination of extensional and dextral shear 
deformation has resulted in the development of 
a complex array of NW-striking dextral faults, 
NE-striking connecting normal faults, and NW-
striking, range-bounding normal faults in this 
part of the Eastern California Shear Zone.

The Sierra Nevada is underlain by Paleozoic 
and Mesozoic sedimentary and volcanic rocks 
intruded by Mesozoic granitic rocks, which 
in turn are overlain by Cenozoic volcanic and 
sedimentary deposits (Bateman and Wahrhaftig, 
1966; Bateman and Eaton, 1967). The Sierra 
Nevada frontal fault zone forms the eastern 
escarpment of the Sierra Nevada, extending 
~600 km from just north of the Garlock fault 
to the Cascade Range (Fig. 1), and juxtaposes 
extensive Quaternary alluvial fan, glacial, and 
rockslide deposits in the hanging wall upon bed-
rock in the footwall (Fig. 2). The character of the 
eastern escarpment of the Sierra Nevada frontal 
fault zone varies along strike from wide zones of 
en echelon escarpments to narrow zones charac-
terized by a single escarpment (Fig. 1). South of 
Bishop, the eastern margin of the Sierra Nevada 
is defi ned by a continuous NNW-striking escarp-
ment, whereas from Bishop north to the Lake 
Tahoe region the escarpment is defi ned by a 
series of left-stepping en echelon escarpments 
that extend some distance from the eastern mar-
gin of the Sierra Nevada. North of Lake Tahoe, 
the eastern margin of the Sierra Nevada is defi ned 
by a northward widening zone of NNW-striking, 
east-dipping en echelon normal faults and dex-
tral faults (Wakabayashi and Sawyer, 2001).

METHODS

Mapping

Geologic mapping of fault-related features 
such as fault lineations, fault scarps, triangu-
lar facets, steep linear range fronts, wine glass 
canyons, and alluvial aprons, and of different 
Quaternary alluvial fan surfaces, using cross-
cutting relations and surface morphology, was 
completed on 1:15,000-scale color aerial photo-
graphs. Alluvial fans along the eastern piedmont 
of the Sierra Nevada have been subjected to 
multiple episodes of glacial, debris, and stream 
deposition. These episodes bear on the develop-
ment of fan size, height, slope, and surface mor-
phology, allowing for different stages of deposi-
tion to be identifi ed.

Fan units were differentiated on the basis of 
surface morphology, including the presence or 
absence of bar and swale morphology, degree of 
fan dissection, weathering of granite boulders, 
color, slope, and terrace height and inset geom-
etry. On the basis of geologic mapping, selected 
sites were chosen for CRN geochronological 
studies and topographic profi ling across fault 
scarps of vertically offset geomorphic features 
to defi ne the age of surface abandonment and 
vertical fault-slip rates.

Cosmogenic Radionuclide (CRN) Dating

CRN geochronological studies constrain the 
age of abandonment of each alluvial surface, 

which, combined with measured vertically off-
set alluvial surfaces, allow calculation of verti-
cal slip rates across normal fault scarps. CRN 
geochronology measures the amount of nuclides 
produced in the rock by cosmic ray bombard-
ment (Kohl and Nishiizumi, 1992; Gosse and 
Phillips, 2001; Muzikar et al., 2003).

Samples collected for CRN geochronology 
must satisfy several criteria (Gosse and Phillips, 
2001). One criterion is that the surface or boulder 
sampled has been in its original position since 
fi rst being exposed to cosmic radiation, with no 
inheritance or prior exposure of the sampled sur-
face. Inheritance, or prior exposure of sampled 
surfaces, can yield older surface exposure ages 
than the actual date of  abandonment. In contrast 
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to inheritance, erosion or exhumation of the 
boulder surface can  attenuate the concentra-
tion of cosmogenic isotopes, thus reducing the 
true exposure age of a boulder (Gosse and Phil-
lips, 2001). In addition, factors such as erosion 
and weathering can reduce the concentration of 
cosmogenic radionuclides as the boulders pro-
gressively denude with time. To alleviate these 
potential problems, we sampled fi ve boulders 
from each surface to constrain the age of aban-
donment of that surface.

The uncertainties associated with 10Be expo-
sure ages are summarized in Gosse and Phillips 
(2001). Some of these uncertainties include the 
reliability of the production rate (9%), assump-
tions associated with model ages (3%), ana-
lytical and sample preparation errors (3%), and 
latitude, longitude, and altitude scaling errors 
(5%). Surface-exposure ages were corrected 
for 0.3 cm/k.y. (Small et al., 1997) of boulder 
surface erosion. The reliability of our model 
surface-exposure ages therefore relies on the 
assumed production rates, erosion rate esti-
mates, and the geologic error associated with 
10Be CRN ages.

Samples of ~300–1000 g were collected from 
the top 1–5 cm of each boulder, using a rock 
hammer and chisel. Boulders were selected from 
localities where there was little or no apparent 
evidence of boulder exhumation. Sample sites 
were recorded on aerial photographs, using a 
Garmin GPS receiver to locate the position of 
each sample site to within ~10 m. Once col-
lected, samples were crushed, ground, pulver-
ized, and sieved to a grain size of 250–500 µm.

A leaching procedure of 1 part water to 2 parts 
HF was used to purify the quartz and to remove 
meteoric 10Be (Kohl and Nishiizumi, 1992). 
Beryllium carrier was then added to the sample as 
it was dissolved in HF, and Be was separated by 
ion exchange chromatography (Kohl and Nishi-
izumi, 1992). Beryllium was then precipitated as 
the hydroxide and converted to beryllium oxide 
by ignition in quartz at 750 °C (Kohl and Nishi-
izumi, 1992; Gosse and Phillips, 2001). The 
oxide was mixed with niobium powder prior to 
determination of 10Be, using the Lawrence Liver-
more National Laboratory Center for Accelera-
tor Mass Spectrometry FN tandem van de Graaff 
accelerator mass spectrometer. 10Be was deter-
mined relative to standards prepared from an 
ICN 10Be solution by K. Nishiizumi, using a 10Be 
half-life of 1.5 × 106 yr.

The measured isotope ratios were converted 
to radionuclide concentrations in quartz, using 
the total Be in the samples and the sample 
weights. Age determinations were calculated 
with a sea-level, high-latitude (SLHL) produc-
tion rate of 5.44 at/g-quartz, using scaling factors 
in Lal (1991) as modifi ed by Stone (2000) with a 

SLHL production by muons accounting for 3% 
of the total. A correction for variation in the geo-
magnetic fi eld was applied to determine the fi nal 
age of each sample as described in Nishiizumi 
et al. (1989), using the SINT800 geomagnetic 
intensity assessment. The topographic and depth 
corrections were performed by numeric integra-
tion of the fl ux for the dip and topography-cor-
rected elevation at all azimuth directions.

10Be model age results for 25 samples col-
lected from fi ve alluvial fan surfaces and a rock-
slide are summarized in Table 1; sample locali-
ties are shown in Figures 3–6.

Fault Scarp Measurement

Global positioning system (GPS) precise 
point kinematic (PPK) surveys, using dual fre-
quencies L1/L2 GPS receivers, were employed 
to measure the vertical offset of alluvial fan sur-
faces across normal fault scarps. Twenty-two 
topographic profi les were measured perpen-
dicular to NNW-striking, E-facing fault scarps, 
which cut distinct alluvial fan surfaces along the 
eastern Sierra Nevada escarpment. Topographic 
profi les were measured on fault scarps devel-
oped in unconsolidated alluvial deposits, and 
across which material is transported down fault-
scarp dip by rain splash and soil creep processes, 
but not in or out of the profi le (McCalpin, 1996; 
Arrowsmith et al., 1998). Data collected during 
each survey were downloaded, using the Trimble 
Geomatics Offi ce and corrected for changes in 
the geoid height and reprojected into the refer-
ence frame North American Datum 83, zone 11. 
Maximum vertical offsets of alluvial surfaces 
were calculated geometrically, using the middle 
of the fault scarp (Fig. 7). Errors associated with 
the vertical offset measurements include surface 
roughness (~20 cm) and GPS survey points 
(≤10 cm). Because the larger of the two errors is 
<5% of the measured vertical offset, we report a 
conservative error of 5%, which is smaller than 
the error associated with CRN ages.

ROCK UNITS AND AGES

The southern escarpment of the Sierra 
Nevada frontal fault zone, between Oak and 
Lubkin Creeks, offsets granite- and metamor-
phic-derived Quaternary coarse- to fi ne-grained 
alluvial fan, glacial, and rockslide deposits 
(Figs. 2–6). We mapped seven Quaternary allu-
vial fan surfaces of distinct ages on the basis of 
surface morphology, terrace height, and inset 
geometry, and moraine and rockslide deposits. 
Twenty-fi ve quartz-rich granite boulder samples 
were collected for model CRN 10Be exposure 
age dating of these surfaces; 10Be model ages 
reported in this study are recalculated,  assuming 

an erosion rate of 0.3 cm/k.y. of the boulder sur-
face (Small et al., 1997) (Table 1).

At the apex of drainage basins along the east-
ern range front of the Sierra Nevada, remnants 
of the oldest alluvial surfaces, Qf1, typically 
appear as 30–100-m-high mounds (Figs. 3 and 
4). Qf1 surfaces are orange to orange-tan in the 
fi eld and on aerial photographs, and are partly 
varnished, highly dissected, and strongly weath-
ered with scarce, typically strongly weathered 
elephant-skin boulder deposits. Surfaces con-
sist of weathered residual fragments of granitic 
rocks, such as rounded to subrounded clasts of 
cobbles and pebbles, intermixed in a coarse and 
brittle grus and sand matrix (Fig. 8A). Model 
10Be ages for boulder samples collected from 
an offset Qf1 surface just south of Bairs Creek 
yielded a mean surface exposure age of 123.7 
± 16.6 ka (Table 1; Fig. 3).

Based on the degree of surface dissection 
and inset geometry, Qf2 surfaces, constituting 
the next youngest surface, have been subdi-
vided into two surfaces. Older Qf2a surfaces are 
characterized by a ridge and ravine topographic 
pattern, typically yellow to yellow-tan on aerial 
photographs, and are slightly varnished, highly 
dissected (ranging from a few meters to tens of 
meters above the modern channel), moderately 
vegetated, and best characterized by their lack of 
boulders (Figs. 4 and 6). Qf2a surfaces are typi-
cally underlain by unconsolidated fan deposits 
composed primarily of weathered coarse angu-
lar to subangular grus.

Younger Qf2b alluvial surfaces are inset into 
and exhibit features similar to Qf2a surfaces. 
However, Qf2b surfaces lack a well-developed 
ridge and ravine topographic pattern, and are 
moderately dissected, hummocky, and less 
weathered than Qf2a alluvial surfaces (Figs. 4, 
6, and 8B). In addition, some Qf2b surfaces are 
overlain by moderately weathered granitic boul-
ders that make up to 2% of the alluvial surface. 
Qf2b alluvial surfaces adjacent to drainages 
generally contain higher boulder abundances 
in comparison with Qf2b surfaces distal from 
drainages. Loose, subangular granitic pebbles, 
cobbles, and sand grus typically characterize the 
deposits that underlie these surfaces. The mean 
10Be model age calculated for the Qf2b surface 
just north of Symmes Creek is 60.9 ± 6.6 ka 
(Table 1; Fig. 5).

The areally dominant alluvial fan deposits 
along the range front are Qf3 deposits (Fig. 2). 
Based on the plumose texture caused by the top-
ographic patterns of bars and swales, along with 
inset geometry, Qf3 surfaces have been subdi-
vided into three units: Qf3a, Qf3b, and Qf3c. The 
oldest surfaces, Qf3a, are typically yellow-tan to 
tan-white on aerial photographs, planar, densely 
vegetated, and exhibit weakly developed desert 
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varnish (Figs. 4 and 6). Large boulders are rare, 
making up <1% of the alluvial surface, and some 
are embedded into the alluvial surface. These 
surfaces typically contain a grus matrix of fi ner-
grained residual granite clasts (Fig. 8C). Boulder 
samples collected from a Qf3a alluvial surface 
~1 km east of the range front and just north of 
Shepherd Creek yield a mean 10Be model age of 
25.8 ± 7.5 ka (Table 1; Fig. 5).

The next youngest fan surface, Qf3b, extends 
up to 11 km from the range front, farther than 
any other alluvial fan surface (Figs. 3, 4, 5, and 
6). Inset into Qf3a surfaces, Qf3b surfaces con-
sist of moderately muted bar and swale morphol-
ogy and are best distinguished by the incision of 
dendritic channel networks, which range from 

1.0 to 2.5 m deep, and include granitic boul-
ders (Whipple and Dunne, 1992). Hummocky 
surface morphology characterizes the proximal 
surfaces, whereas distal surfaces are smooth 
with low surface relief of 0 to 3°. Qf3b surfaces 
are typically covered with boulders averaging 
1–3 m high, composing ~5% of the surface and 
locally up to 50% on linear levees (Fig. 8D). 
The clasts on Qf3b surfaces contain subangular 
to subrounded granitic boulders, cobbles, and 
pebbles in a coarse-grained sand matrix.

The youngest Qf3 surface, Qf3c, extends ~2–
4 km from the range front and exhibits well-pre-
served bar and swale morphology (Figs. 3–6). 
Fan surfaces are undissected, unvarnished, and 
hummocky, and contain many boulder-lined 

channels. Boulder clasts are fresh, range in size 
from ~1 to ~9 m high, and constitute up to ~20% 
of the alluvial surface, suggesting glacial-out-
burst fl ood deposition (Blair, 2001) (Fig. 8E). 
Samples collected from a Qf3c fan surface at 
the mouth of Symmes Creek and just south of 
the modern channel yield a mean 10Be surface 
exposure age of 4.4 ± 1.1 ka (Table 1; Fig. 5).

The youngest surface, Qf4 deposits, cuts 
all other surfaces and consists of active chan-
nels inset into recently abandoned channels 
(Figs. 3–6). These surfaces contain recent 
debris-fl ow deposits, which include tree trunk 
clasts and boulder levee bars, and are densely 
vegetated. The boulders on Qf4 surfaces 
are typically unvarnished, suggesting recent 

TABLE 1. SUMMARY OF 10Be MODEL AGES

Sample 
number

Latitude
(N)

Longitude
(W)

Altitude
(m)

Depth and
topography
correction

10Be measured
(106 atom g–1)

No erosion
10Be age (ka)†

Error‡

±
Erosion

10Be age (ka)§
Error‡

±

Fan Surface, Qf1

K20 36°41.629 118°14.777 1887 0.96 1.78 ± 0.044 87.5 2.2 106.5 2.6
K21 36°41.626 118°14.778 1887 0.96 2.20 ± 0.055 107.3 2.7 139.7 3.5
K22 36°41.630 118°14.763 1890 0.99 2.10 ± 0.057 99.4 2.7 125.0 3.4
K23# 36°41.607 118°14.792 1893 0.96 1.43 ± 0.043 69.4 2.1 81.8 2.5
K24# 36°41.627 118°14.776 1884 0.97 1.27 ± 0.041 69.8 2.0 69.4 2.3

Mean age ±1 standard deviation 98.1 ± 10.0 123.7 ± 16.6

Fan Surface, Qf2b

K2# 36°43.848 118°16.482 1869 0.97 1.53 ± 0.036 74.7 1.8 89.2 2.1
K3 36°43.781 118°16.488 1871 0.96 0.96 ± 0.031 46.7 1.5 53.4 1.7
K4# 36°43.851 118°16.486 1873 0.99 0.44 ± 0.017 22.2 0.8 23.1 0.9
K5 36°43.821 118°16.414 1859 0.96 1.17 ± 0.038 58.0 1.9 66.0 2.2
K6 36°43.825 118°16.408 1859 0.96 1.12 ± 0.040 55.5 2.0 63.2 2.3

Mean age ±1 standard deviation 53.4 ± 6.0 60.9 ± 6.6

Fan Surface, Qf3a

K12 36°43.245 118°16.104 1881 0.98 0.71 ± 0.009 34.3 0.8 36.6 0.8
K13 36°43.198 118°16.091 1895 0.98 0.45 ± 0.002 22.4 0.5 23.5 0.5
K14 36°43.159 118°16.096 1903 0.98 0.34 ± 0.002 17.0 0.4 17.6 0.5
K15 36°43.158 118°16.067 1901 0.99 0.58 ± 0.003 28.2 0.9 29.9 0.9
K16 36°43.154 118°16.062 1900 0.98 0.41 ± 0.009 20.4 0.5 21.2 0.5

Mean age ±1 standard deviation 24.5 ± 6.8 25.8 ± 7.5

Fan Surface, Qf3c

K7 36°43.835 118°16.357 1852 0.98 1.08 ± 0.003 5.9 0.2 6.0 0.2
K8 36°43.776 118°16.285 1853 0.97 0.70 ± 0.003 4.1 0.2 4.1 0.2
K9 36°43.776 118°16.285 1853 0.98 0.51 ± 0.003 3.1 0.2 3.1 0.2
K10 36°43.821 118°16.275 1846 0.99 0.67 ± 0.001 3.7 0.6 3.7 0.6
K11 36°43.802 118°16.225 1847 0.97 0.85 ± 0.004 4.9 0.2 5.0 0.2

Mean age ±1 standard deviation 4.3 ± 1.1 4.4 ± 1.1

Fan Surface, Qf4

K17 36°43.121 118°14.886 1726 0.98 0.61 ± 0.002 3.9 0.2 4.0 0.2
K18 36°43.119 118°14.903 1727 0.98 0.67 ± 0.002 4.3 0.1 4.3 0.1
K19 36°43.119 118°14.903 1727 0.98 0.62 ± 0.003 4.0 0.2 4.0 0.2

Mean age ±1 standard deviation 4.1 ± 1.0 4.1 ± 1.0

Rockslide

K1 36°48.216 118°18.554 2164 0.98 0.38 ± 0.009 15.4 0.1 15.9 0.1
K105 38°48.215 118°18.551 2167 0.98 0.49 ± 0.046 20.5 0.2 21.4 0.2
   Mean age ±1 standard deviation 18.0 ± 3.6 18.7 ± 3.9  

†10Be model ages without accounting for erosion.
‡Error reported is analytical.
§10Be model ages accounting for 0.3 cm/k.y. of erosion.
#Boulder samples that are not used in the calculation of mean owing to exhumation or inheritance.
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 deposition. Boulder samples collected from a 
Qf4 surface above the modern channel of Shep-
herd Creek on a recent debris fl ow, consisting 
of dead trees intermixed with boulder debris, 
yield a mean 10Be model age of 4.1 ± 1.0 ka 
(Table 1; Fig. 5).

Exposed along the range front northwest of 
Independence Creek and north of Onion Valley 
Road is a large ~1 km2 rockslide deposit, Qrs, 
characterized by hummocky surface morphol-
ogy and deposits of large (>0.5 m), angular gra-
nitic boulders with no matrix (Fig. 8f). The 10Be 
model age for the abandonment of the rockslide 
is 18.7 ± 3.9 ka (Table 1).

Moraine deposits, Qm, that bound Onion 
Creek form narrow, elongated lobes of glacially 
transported sediment overlain by large granitic 
boulders (ranging from ~1 to >8 m high) along 
the crest of the lobe.

A number of studies suggested that alluvial 
fan deposition along the eastern fl ank of the 
Sierra Nevada is associated with glacial events 
(Gillespie, 1982; Bierman et al., 1995). Our 
model 10Be erosion ages for alluvial fan surfaces 
agree, within error, with the timing of glacial 
events in the Sierra Nevada and continental 
glaciation (Table 2), thus confi rming these ear-
lier studies. The exceptions are Qf3c and Qf4 
surfaces, which contain levee boulder bars, sug-
gesting that they are debris-fl ow deposits rather 
than glacially related. In addition, our model 
surface exposure ages agree, within error, with 
model surface abandonment ages of alluvial 
fan surfaces elsewhere along the Sierra Nevada 
range front (Bierman et al., 1995; Zehfuss et 
al., 2001) (Table 2). These correlations support 
our assessment that the calculated 10Be model 
ages can be reliably used to constrain the tim-
ing of fan abandonment and thereby provide a 
geochronologic marker to calculate vertical slip 
rates across fault scarps.

FAULT GEOMETRY, MAGNITUDE OF 
OFFSET, AND SLIP RATES

Our study of the Sierra Nevada frontal zone, 
which we defi ne as the fault zone composed of 
multiple fault scarps along the eastern piedmont 
of the Sierra Nevada, centered on an ~35-km-
long and up to ~5-km-wide section between 
Oak and Lubkin Creeks (Fig. 2). This part of 
the Sierra Nevada frontal fault zone is character-
ized by NNW-striking, dominantly E-dipping, 
with lesser W-dipping, normal fault scarps that 
typically juxtapose Quaternary sediment in the 
hanging wall upon either Quaternary sediment 
or granite bedrock in the footwall. The fault 
scarps cut and offset Qf1, Qf2, and Qf3 sur-
faces, and the rockslide and glacial moraine 
deposits, but not Qf4 surfaces. On the basis of 
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fault zone width, geometry, and strike, this part 
of the Sierra Nevada frontal fault zone can be 
subdivided into four distinct, right-stepping seg-
ments, A–D (Fig. 2). Faults that defi ne each seg-
ment have an average strike of ~334°, whereas 
faults that defi ne the step-over between seg-
ments have an average strike of ~10°. Segment 
A, a 4-km-long and 4-km-wide zone, consists of 
six subparallel, NW-striking, E-dipping normal 
faults. South of segment A, the locus of fault-
ing steps ~1 km to the west to segment B, a 
7-km-long and 5-km-wide zone dominated by 
as many as seven subparallel NNW-striking, E- 
and W-dipping, W-stepping en echelon normal 
faults. Segment C, in the central part of the map 
area, is ~10 km long and ~2 km wide and con-
sists of four subparallel, E-dipping en echelon 
normal faults. Faulting steps ~1 km westward to 
the south into segment D, an ~12-km-long and 

~2-km-wide zone of NNW-striking, E-dipping 
normal faults. Debris-fl ow levees offset across 
the Sierra Nevada frontal fault zone exhibit only 
dip-slip motion. This observation, combined 
with no evidence for laterally offset alluvial fan 
surfaces, indicates that this fault zone records 
only dip slip.

Direct measurements of vertically offset allu-
vial fan surfaces across fault scarps defi ne the 
amount of Quaternary vertical displacement. 
In turn, these measurements, combined with 
numerical ages on the surfaces, allow us to cal-
culate vertical slip rates averaged over many 
seismic cycles along this section of the Sierra 
Nevada frontal fault zone. Twenty-two topo-
graphic profi les were measured perpendicular 
to east-facing fault scarps, which cut and offset 
distinct alluvial fan surfaces. Locations of rep-
resentative topographic profi les are shown in 

Figures 3–5, representative profi les are shown 
in Figure 9, and results are listed in Table 3.

Most scarps are moderately eroded and 
degraded, and sparsely to moderately vegetated 
(Fig. 10). Measurements across fault scarps 
yield vertical-surface offset measurements that 
range from 41.0 ± 2.0 m to 2.0 ± 0.1 m (Table 3; 
Fig. 9). Topographic profi les P4, P6, and P12 
(Figs. 3 and 5) were measured across offset allu-
vial surfaces for which we determined model 
10Be CRN ages (Table 1).

The most prominent fault scarp is an exhumed 
and eroded granite bedrock fault plane ~500 m 
north of Tuttle Creek (Figs. 2 and 10A). This 
~N37°W-striking and ~51°NE-dipping fault 
juxtaposes Quaternary alluvium in the hang-
ing wall upon granitic bedrock in the footwall; 
topographic profi ling yields a minimum vertical 
offset of 130.0 ± 6.5 m across the fault.

Exposures of Qf1 surfaces are uncommon; 
therefore, the preserved offset of Qf1 was found 
in only two localities (Fig. 2). Minimum verti-
cal-surface offset measurements of Qf1 range 
from 12.5 ± 0.6 m to 40.8 ± 2.0 m, and fault-
scarp angles range from 14° to 25° (Table 3).

At the mouths of most creeks and can-
yons, Qf2a surfaces are cut by a series of 
subparallel, NNW-striking, E-dipping normal 
faults. Topographic profi les measured across 
these fault scarps yield vertical offsets that 
range from 14.7 ± 0.7 m to 41.0 ± 2.1 m, and 
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A  Qf1 B  Qf2b

C  Qf3a D  Qf3b

E  Qf3c F  Qrs

Figure 8. Field photographs of typical alluvial fan surfaces: (A) Qf1, (B) Qf2b, (C) Qf3a, (D) Qf3b, (E) Qf3c, and (F) Qrs. 
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fault-scarp-slope angles that range from 11° 
to 18° (Fig. 9; Table 3). Topographic profi les 
measured across normal fault scarps that cut 
Qf2b surfaces yield vertical offsets that range 
from 8.7 ± 0.4 m to 23.9 ± 1.2 m, and fault-
scarp-slope angles that range from 16° to 24° 
(Figs. 9 and 10B; Table 3).

Two Qf3a surfaces have vertical offsets of 6.4 
± 0.3 and 10.2 ± 0.5 m, with fault-scarp-slope 
angles of 21° to 22° (Figs. 9 and 10C; Table 3). 
Topographic profi les across prominent fault 
scarps that offset Qf3b fan surfaces yielded fault 
scarp slope angles between 18° to 33° and a ver-
tical offset range of 5.0 ± 0.3 m to 6.4 ± 0.3 m. 
A profi le across a fault scarp that cuts Qf3c 
yields a vertical offset of 6.9 ± 0.3 m (Fig. 9; 
Table 3). The magnitude of vertical offset of 
Qf3b and Qf3c surfaces is similar, suggesting 
that this episode of faulting initiated after aban-
donment of both surfaces. We suggest that the 
offset Qf3c surface just north of George Creek 
(Figs. 3 and 4) is slightly older than the dated 
Qf3c surface at Symmes Creek (Figs. 5 and 6), 
because it is the only Qf3c surface with docu-
mented displacement.

Finally, a topographic profi le measured just 
south of the Qrs unit east of Onion Valley Road 
yields a vertical displacement of 3.7 ± 0.2 m and 
a fault-scarp-slope angle of ~25° (Table 3).

Combining data from 10Be CRN surface-expo-
sure model ages of offset alluvial fan surfaces 
with vertical offset measurements across fault 
scarps (maximum, weighted mean, and dated 
surface vertical offset values) yields vertical 
slip-rate estimates of 0.2–0.3 ± 0.1 mm/yr since 
ca. 124 ka, 0.2–0.4 ± 0.1 mm/yr since ca. 61 ka, 
0.3–0.4 ± 0.2 mm/yr since ca. 26 ka, and 1.6 
± 0.4 mm/yr since ca. 4 ka (Table 4). Linear 
regressions through age versus vertical offset 
plots yield average late Pleistocene to Holocene 
vertical slip rates of 0.2–0.3 mm/yr (Fig. 11). 
Because the average vertical slip-rate values are 
the same, within error, as calculated slip rates for 
single time periods (cf. Table 4), the average is 
our preferred rate. If the calculated average ver-
tical slip rate was constant through time, then the 
linear regressions  suggest that undated surfaces 

Qf2a and Qf3b were abandoned at ca. 112–
115 ka and 3.3–7.5 ka, respectively. We assume 
that a fault dip of 60° yields calculated horizon-
tal extension rates for the late Pleistocene to 
Holocene that range from 0.1 to 0.2 ± 0.1 mm/
yr to 0.9 ± 0.4 mm/yr (Table 4). Our calculated 
late Holocene vertical and horizontal slip rates 
of 1.6 ± 0.4 mm/yr and 0.9 ± 0.4 mm/yr, respec-
tively, are 2 to 20 times faster than our late 
Pleistocene and calculated average estimates. 
This indicates either that horizontal extension 
rates have increased over the last 4,000 yr, that 
these calculated slip rates are maxima because 
these faults are early in the earthquake cycle, 
or that the ~7 m offset is the result of two or 
more earthquakes clustering in time. The third 
hypothesis implies that long-term slip rates vary 
over short time scales of 100–10,000 yr, result-
ing in a short-term increase in slip velocities that 
increases both strain accumulation and resulting 
release during that period (Rockwell et al., 2000; 
Peltzer et al., 2001).

DISCUSSION

Vertical Slip Rates and Regional Tectonics

Our preferred late Pleistocene to Holocene 
vertical slip-rate estimates of 0.2–0.3 mm/yr 
are the fi rst based on numerical ages for off-
set geologic markers along the southern Sierra 
Nevada frontal fault zone. Our late Pleistocene 
to Holocene slip-rate determinations are the 
same, within uncertainty, as geologic slip rates 
based on relative age estimates of offset geo-
logic markers for the southern and central parts 
of the Sierra Nevada frontal fault zone (Clark, 
1972; Gillespie, 1982; Berry, 1989; Clark and 
Gillespie, 1993) (Table 5). For the Lone Pine 
fault, exposed ~10 km east of the fi eld area, 
offset measurements (Lubetkin and Clark, 
1988; Beanland and Clark, 1994) and 10Be CRN 
model exposure ages of 11.6 ± 3.7 ka on granitic 
boulders from the offset surface (Bierman et al., 
1995) yield a Holocene vertical slip rate of 0.5 
± 0.2 mm/yr—the same, within error, as our late 
Pleistocene to Holocene estimate. Likewise, for 

the Fish Springs fault, exposed to the NNE of 
our map area (Fig. 1), fault offset measurements 
and 10Be CRN model exposure ages on offset 
alluvial surfaces yielded a late Pleistocene verti-
cal slip rate of ~0.2 mm/yr (Zehfuss et al., 2001) 
(Table 5). Vertical offset measurements across 
normal fault scarps and 14C and optically stimu-
lated luminescence dating of deformed sedi-
ments within the Lake Tahoe basin yielded late 
Pleistocene vertical slip rates of 0.4–0.9 mm/yr 
(Kent et al., 2005), which are somewhat higher 
than our estimates (Table 5).

The absence of Cenozoic rocks that can be 
correlated across the Sierra Nevada and into 
Owens Valley precludes a direct comparison 
of our short-term slip rates with long-term slip 
rates for this section of the Sierra Nevada fron-
tal fault zone. The nearest units that can be cor-
related across the fault zone are exposed to the 
northwest at the headwaters of the San Joaquin 
River. Here, a 2.2–3.6 Ma volcanic unit is verti-
cally separated by ~980 m across the fault zone 
(Wakabayashi and Sawyer, 2001), implying a 
long-term vertical slip rate of 0.3–0.4 mm/yr, 
the same, within error, as our vertical slip-rate 
estimates. Farther north, late Miocene to early 
Pliocene units are vertically separated by 600–
1100 m (Wakabayashi and Sawyer, 2001), imply-
ing a long-term vertical slip rate of 0.1–0.2 mm/
yr, the same as our estimates. Geophysical data 
across Owens Valley suggest that the piedmont 
between the Sierra Nevada frontal fault zone 
and the Alabama Hills (Fig. 2) is underlain by a 
~100-m-thick sequence of alluvial fan deposits 
upon bedrock (Pakiser et al., 1964). If our pre-
ferred late Pleistocene to Holocene vertical slip 
rates have remained constant through time, then 
the eastern escarpment here may be as old as 
9–14 Ma, considerably older than the proposed 
Pliocene (ca. 5.0–3.5 Ma) tectonic uplift of the 
Sierra Nevada (e.g., Wakabayashi and Sawyer, 
2001; Jones et al., 2004). One potential expla-
nation for this discrepancy is that vertical slip 
rates were higher in the past; a reduction in ero-
sion rates since ca. 1.5 Ma for several rivers in 
the southern Sierra Nevada (Stock et al., 2004) 
supports such an  interpretation. Alternatively, 

TABLE 2. POST-SHERWIN GLACIAL CHRONOLOGIES AND ALLUVIAL FAN SURFACE-EXPOSURE AGES OF THE SOUTHERN SIERRA NEVADA

 Relative age Numerical age

Glacial event Gillespie
(1982)

Phillips et al. 
(1990)

Marine isotope stage 
(age)

Bierman et al. 
(1995)†

Zehfuss et al. 
(2001)‡

This study 
(alluvial surface)‡

Tioga 11–25 ka 21–23 ka Stage 2 (13–32 ka) 12 ± 4 15 ± 1/13 ± 1 19 ± 4 ka (Qrs)
Tenaya 35–45 ka 24–26 ka Stage 2 (13–32 ka) 25 ± 6.0 — 26 ± 8 ka (Qf3a)
Tahoe/Younger Tahoe 65–90 ka 43–50 ka Stage 4 (64–75 ka) — — 61 ± 7 ka (Qf2b)
Mono Basin 130 ka 103–119 ka Stage 6 (128–195 ka) 98 ± 30.1 136 ± 17 124 ± 17 ka (Qf1)

†10Be model age, no erosion.
‡10Be model erosion age.
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TABLE 3. MEASURED VERTICAL OFFSETS FROM PROFILES

Profi le Footwall Surface Farfi eld
slope

Hanging wall Surface Farfi eld
slope

Fault-scarp
slope‡

Vertical offset§

(m)
Latitude† Longitude† Latitude† Longitude†

P22 36°33’41.88494”N 118°10’37.85137”W Bedrock 9° 36°33’52.43491”N 118°10’20.74796”W Qf3b 4° 51° 130.0 ± 6.5

P11 36°41’37.66708”N 118°14’46.58583”W Qf1 10° 36°41’40.65751”N 118°14’44.00062”W Qf3b 8° 22° 24.3 ± 1.2
P12 36°40’34.88331”N 118°14’32.92758”W Qf1 16° 36°40’38.59162”N 118°14’24.22065”W Qf2b 7° 25° 40.8 ± 2.0
P13 36°40’25.57094”N 118°13’56.50982”W Qf1 5° 36°40’28.91584”N 118°13’45.84125”W Qf1 7° 14° 12.5 ± 0.6
P8 36°44’24.58454”N 118°16’06.10728”W Qf1 7° 36°44’35.94515”N 118°15’51.61858”W Qf3b 2° 18° 36.2 ± 1.8

P7 36°42’36.99164”N 118°15’50.50001”W Qf2a 10° 36°42’43.87871”N 118°15’31.81631”W Qf2a 9° 17° 24.6 ± 1.2
P9 36°42’30.19230”N 118°15’45.33960”W Qf2a 6° 36°42’39.32798”N 118°15’22.22600”W Qf2a 3° 11° 14.7 ± 0.7
P2# 36°46’01.43271”N 118°17’10.41829”W Qf2a 8° 36°45’59.88147”N 118°16’50.36334”W Qf2b 5° 14° 26.8 ± 1.3
P5# 36°43’26.10181”N 118°16’36.72235”W Qf2a 10° 36°43’29.53096”N 118°16’08.90832”W Qf3b 9° 18° 41.0 ± 2.1
P17 36°34’09.35298”N 118°10’57.65334”W Qf2a 11° 36°34’24.11814”N 118°10’08.61804”W Qf2a 9° 16° 36.1 ± 1.8

P3 36°43’44.39258”N 118°16.34.88166”W Qf2b 9° 36°44’35.94515”N 118°15’51.61858”W Qf2b 4° 18° 21.9 ± 1.1
P4 36°43’46.88502”N 118°16’34.23807”W Qf2b 4° 36°43’53.45056”N 118°16’23.91553”W Qf2b 4° 24° 11.9 ± 0.6
P18 36°33’23.04777”N 118°10’16.00147”W Qf2b 9° 36°33’25.40037”N 118°10’03.61028”W Qf2b 9° 16° 8.7 ± 0.4
P16 36°46’01.39507”N 118°17’09.95666”W Qf2b 9° 36°45’59.88147”N 118°16’50.36334”W Qf2b 7° 17° 23.9 ± 1.2

P6 36°43’10.85918”N 118°16’05.62269”W Qf3a 6° 36°43’12.40892”N 118°16’03.19851”W Qf3a 3° 21° 10.2 ± 0.5
P20 36°31’58.55119”N 118°08’10.66049”W Qf3a 9° 36°31’57.74456”N 118°07’59.51543”W Qf3a 7° 22° 6.4 ± 0.3

P10 36°41’40.62442”N 118°14’46.04716”W Qf3b 10° 36°41’41.05906”N 118°14’44.55919”W Qf3b 3° 18° 5.0 ± 0.3
P19 36°32’01.00655”N 118°08’11.69983”W Qf3b 6° 36°32’01.00655”N 118°08’08.74409”W Qf3b 6° 27° 5.9 ± 0.3
P14 36°39’29.45048”N 118°13’51.91144”W Qf3b 10° 36°39’31.00879”N 118°13’49.57784”W Qf3b 2° 22° 6.4 ± 0.3
P21 36°32’00.97444”N 118°08’11.44998”W Qf3b 12° 36°32’01.61168”N 118°08’08.19008”W Qf3b 8° 33° 5.4 ± 0.3

P15 36°39’26.70070”N 118°13’47.78341”W Qf3c 9° 36°39’27.12859”N 118°13’46.20921”W Qf3c 2° 23° 6.9 ± 0.3

P1†† 36°47’54.25441”N 118°18’33.22265”W Qrs 25° 36°47’54.19420”N 118°18’31.01171”W Qrs 24° 49° 3.7 ± 0.2

†Latitude and longitude values listed are for each end of the topographic profi le measured.
‡Fault-scarp slope angles are averages for those surfaces with multiple fault scarps.
§Vertical offset measurements are minimum vertical offsets for those scarps with younger surfaces in the hanging-wall surface.
#Fault-scarp profi les excluded in the calculation of the weighted mean vertical offset.
††Vertical offset measured just south of the rockslide, owing to the undulating surface of the rockslide. See text for explanation.

NS
130 ± 7 m

A

B C
Figure 10. Field photos of fault scarps along the 
southern Sierra Nevada frontal fault scarp. (A) 
Northeast-dipping bedrock fault scarp just north 
of Tuttle Creek. Minimum vertical offset is shown. 
View is to the west. (B) East-dipping fault scarp cut-
ting a Qf2b alluvial fan surface just south of Lub-
kin Creek. View is to the west. (C) East-dipping 
fault scarp cutting a Qf3a alluvial fan surface on 
the north side of Shepherd Creek. Fault scarp dips 
toward the tripod; view is to the west. Mount Wil-
liamson in background.
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Figure 11. Surface age vs. ver-
tical offset plots for (A) dated 
surface vertical offsets, (B) 
weighted mean vertical off-
sets, and (C) maximum verti-
cal offsets (see Table 4). Linear 
regressions through these data 
yield average late Pleistocene 
to Holocene vertical slip rates 
of 0.2–0.3 mm/yr across the 
Sierra Nevada frontal fault 
zone. Errors indicated by lines 
through data points; data 
points commonly are larger 
than error associated with ver-
tical offset values.

TABLE 4. SUMMARY OF SURFACE AGES, VERTICAL OFFSETS, AND SLIP RATES

Surface Age† ± error
(ka)

Vertical offset of 
dated surface (m)

Weighted mean
vertical offset (m)‡

Maximum vertical
offset (m)§

Vertical slip rate
(mm/yr)#

Horizontal slip rate 
(mm/yr)††

Qf1 123.7 ± 16.6 24.3 ± 1.2‡‡ — 40.8 ± 2.0‡‡ 0.2–0.3 ± 0.1§§ 0.1–0.2 ± 0.1%

Qf2a Qf1>Qf2a>Qf2b — 21.8 ± 0.5 41.0 ± 2.1 0.7 ± 0.1>vsr>0.2 ± 0.1 0.4 ± 0.1>hsr>0.1 ± 0.1
Qf2b 60.9 ± 6.6 11.9 ± 0.6 11.3 ± 0.3 23.9 ± 1.2 0.2–0.4 ± 0.1 0.1–0.2 ± 0.1
Qf3a 25.8 ± 7.5 10.2 ± 0.5 7.4 ± 0.3 10.2 ± 0.5 0.3–0.4 ± 0.1 0.2 ± 0.1
Qf3b Qf3a>Qf3b>Qf3c — 5.7 ± 0.2 6.4 ± 0.3 1.5 ± 0.4>vsr>0.3 ± 0.1 0.9 ± 0.4>hsr>0.2 ± 0.1
Qf3c 4.4 ± 1.1 — — 6.9 ± 0.3 1.6 ± 0.4 0.9 ± 0.4

Note: vsr—vertical slip rate; hsr—horizontal slip rate.
†Age estimates are calculated using a boulder surface erosion rate of 0.3 cm/k.y.
‡Weighted mean vertical offset for fault scarps with the same surface in the hanging wall and the footwall (see Table 3).
§Maximum measured surface offset (see Table 3).
#Vertical slip rates are calculated for the time period since the surface was abandoned and show a range of rates that incorporate measured offset of 

dated surface, maximum, and weighted mean values.
††Slip rates are calculated assuming a 60° fault dip.
‡‡Vertical offset is a minimum for fault scarps with younger hanging-wall surfaces.
§§Slip-rate estimates are a minimum.
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a  discrepancy may not exist, because Sier-
ran-derived sandstones, gravels, and boulders 
observed in ca. 8 Ma basin deposits along the 
southeasternmost Sierra Nevada imply tectonic 
uplift at this time (Loomis and Burbank, 1988).

Our vertical slip-rate estimates are also the 
same as those for several range-bounding nor-
mal faults within the Basin and Range Prov-
ince to the east (e.g., Wesnousky et al., 2005; 
U.S. Geological Survey, 2004; Friedrich et 
al., 2004; Hayman et al., 2003; Machette et 
al., 1992). Documented Quaternary vertical 
slip rates along the Wasatch fault zone, which 
defi nes the eastern boundary of the Basin and 
Range Province, are 0.3–0.6 mm/yr, compa-
rable to our vertical slip rates (Machette et al., 
1992; McCaplin and Nishenko, 1996; Davis et 
al., 2003). In the central region of the Basin and 
Range Province, long-term geologic slip rates 
of ~0.3 mm/yr have been documented along the 
Crescent Valley fault (Friedrich et al., 2004), 
and 0.2 ± 0.1–1.0 ± 0.2 mm/yr have been docu-
mented along the Dixie Valley fault (Caskey et 
al., 1996). To the west, along the western bound-
ary of the Basin and Range Province, the Black 
Mountain fault zone in Death Valley yields ver-
tical slip rates of ~0.5 ± 0.1 mm/yr (Hayman et 
al., 2003). Long-term geologic vertical slip-rate 
estimates across range-bounding normal faults 
within the Basin and Range Province are ~0.2–
0.4 ± 0.1 mm/yr (Bennett et al., 2003; Friedrich 
et al., 2003), similar to our calculated average 
late Pleistocene to Holocene slip rates across the 
Sierra Nevada frontal fault zone.

If we assume that this fault zone and the 
Lone Pine fault dip 60° and 75° (Beanland 
and Clark, 1994), respectively, then summing 
their late Pleistocene horizontal extension rates 
yields an estimated horizontal extension rate 
of 0.3 ± 0.1 mm/yr across Owens Valley at the 
latitude of Lone Pine. Shallower dipping faults 
will result in a higher rate of extension, whereas 
more steeply dipping faults will result in a lower 
rate of extension.

The closely spaced Sierra Nevada frontal 
fault zone, Lone Pine fault, and Owens Valley 
fault accommodate both extension and dextral 
shear along the western boundary of the Basin 
and Range Province–Eastern California Shear 
Zone. The mix of normal faulting and strike-slip 
faulting in this region, and the northern continu-
ation of the Eastern California Shear Zone and 
the Walker Lane Belt, have been interpreted 
as either spatially and/or temporally varying 
regional stresses (e.g., Wright, 1976; Stewart, 
1988; Zoback and Zoback, 1989; Bellier and 
Zoback, 1995; Monastero et al., 2002) or fault-
slip partitioning within a single regional stress 
fi eld (e.g., Wesnousky and Jones, 1994; Oldow, 
1992). Both hypotheses have been proposed 
for the coexistence of the high-angle, dip-slip 
Sierra Nevada frontal fault zone and the verti-
cal, dextral-slip Owens Valley fault (Zoback, 
1989; Wesnousky and Jones, 1994; Bellier and 
Zoback, 1995).

Based on fault-slip azimuth data, Zoback and 
Zoback (1989) and Bellier and Zoback (1995) 
postulated that the stress regime along this sec-
tion of the Sierra Nevada underwent a recent 
(<100,000 yr, but >10,000 yr) permanent change 
from normal-slip–dominated to strike-slip–dom-
inated stress regimes. Because of the absence of 
geochronologic data, Bellier and Zoback (1995) 
noted that rather than a single change in stress 
regime, there could have been cyclic fl uctua-
tions. Critical to this interpretation were obser-
vations of crosscutting fault striations, com-
monly assumed to have formed as the result of 
multiple slip events at different times, along the 
northern part of the Owens Valley fault (Bellier 
and Zoback, 1995). However,  crosscutting fault 
striations have been observed along fault planes 
exposed during a number of earthquakes, includ-
ing the 1992 Landers, the 1969 Pariahuanca, 
Peru (Philip and Megard, 1977), and the 1980 El 
Asnam, Algeria (Philip and Meghraoui, 1983), 
earthquakes. Furthermore, dynamic modeling 
of fault rupture at low stress by Spudich et al. 

(1998) showed that curved or crosscutting fault 
striations can form during an earthquake. Thus, 
fi eld observations and modeling provide an alter-
native interpretation to the commonly held view 
that crosscutting striations are the result of differ-
ent slip events at different times. Finally, the pre-
1872 rupture along the Owens Valley fault (3.3 
± 0.3–3.8 ± 0.3 ka) (Lee et al., 2001) and the last 
earthquake along the Sierra Nevada frontal fault 
zone (≤4.1 ± 1.1 ka; this study) occurred at most 
2000 yr apart, implying a rapid change in stress 
regime if this hypothesis is valid.

In the second hypothesis, this region is char-
acterized by a single stress fi eld, and motion of 
the southern Sierra Nevada is partitioned (Wes-
nousky and Jones, 1994) in this case into three 
components—dominant dextral slip along the 
Owens Valley fault, intermediate oblique slip 
on the Lone Pine fault, and subordinate normal 
slip along the Sierra Nevada frontal fault zone. 
Using stress transformation laws (Jones and 
Wesnousky, 1992) and a simple physical model, 
whereby one principal stress is vertical and 
slip vectors on a fault parallel the shear stress 
resolved on that fault plane, oblique extension 
is partitioned onto a dipping fault and a parallel, 
vertical, strike-slip fault (Wesnousky and Jones, 
1994). Jones and Wesnousky (1992) derive an 
expression for the ratio of shear resistance R 
between the strike-slip fault (τ

s
) and dipping 

fault (τ
d
):

R = τ
s
/τ

d
 = sinψ/[sinΔ(1+cos2ψtan2Δ)1/2], (1)

where Δ = dip of fault plane and ψ = azimuth of 
slip on the dipping fault. This equation indicates 
that when fault slip is partitioned, oblique exten-
sion is controlled by fault dip Δ and shear resis-
tance ratio R, and not slip azimuth. Furthermore, 
the relative strengths along faults across which 
slip has been partitioned can be determined by 
knowing fault dip and slip azimuth. Fault slip 
and dip azimuth data from the Sierra Nevada 
frontal fault zone, Lone Pine fault, and Owens 
Valley fault show that the Sierra Nevada frontal 
fault zone is considerably stronger (approxi-
mately two orders of magnitude) than either 
the Lone Pine or Owens Valley fault (Table 6; 
Fig. 12). We conclude that the available data 

TABLE 5. SUMMARY OF VERTICAL SLIP RATES 
FOR THE SIERRA NEVADA REGION

Fault Slip rate (mm/yr) Reference

Lone Pine fault 0.5 ± 0.2 Lubetkin and Clark (1988); 
Beanland and Clark (1994)

Fish Springs fault 0.2 ± 0.1 Martel et al. (1987); Zehfuss 
et al. (2001)

Northern SNFFZ† 0.4 ± 0.1 to 0.9 ± 0.2 Kent et al. (2005)
Central SNFFZ 0.4 ± 0.1 to 0.9 ± 0.2 Berry (1989)
Southern SNFFZ‡ >1 Clark and Gillespie (1993)
Southern SNFFZ§ 0.2 ± 0.1 to 0.4 ± 0.1 This study

Note: SNFFZ—Sierra Nevada frontal fault zone.
†Slip-rate determination at the latitude of Lake Tahoe.
‡Slip-rate determination at the latitude of Round Valley.
§Slip-rate determination at the latitude of the Alabama Hills.

TABLE 6. SUMMARY OF FAULT DIP AND SLIP 
AZIMUTH

Faults Average 
strike

Dip angle, 
Δ (°)

Slip azimuth, 
ψ (°)

Owens Valley fault 340° 85 ± 10 80–90
Lone Pine fault 340° 75 ± 10 70–80
SNFFZ 340° 60 ± 10 0–2

Note: SNFFZ—Sierra Nevada frontal fault zone.
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on crosscutting fault striations, timing of earth-
quakes, and relative fault strengths suggest that 
transtensional motion of the Sierra Nevada 
block is best explained by fault-slip partitioning 
within a single regional stress fi eld.

The Sierra Nevada frontal fault zone, Lone 
Pine fault, and Owens Valley fault (Fig. 1) 
form a triad normal-oblique, strike-slip fault 
system with estimated late Pleistocene to Holo-
cene horizontal extension, oblique, and dextral 
slip rates of 0.1–0.2 mm/yr (azimuth of 64°), 
1.2 ± 0.6 mm/yr (azimuth of 328°), and 1.8 
± 0.3 mm/yr (Lee et al., 2001; azimuth of 340°), 
respectively. These subparallel faults strike 
clockwise with respect to the ~313°-trending 
vector that defi nes motion of the Sierra Nevada 
microplate relative to stable North America 
(Dixon et al., 2000), yet only the Lone Pine 
fault exhibits oblique slip (Lubetkin and Clark, 
1988; Beanland and Clark, 1994). These rela-
tions imply that motion of the southern Sierra 
Nevada is partitioned into three components—
dominant dextral slip along the Owens Valley 
fault, intermediate oblique slip on the Lone Pine 
fault, and subordinate normal slip along the 
Sierra Nevada frontal fault zone. If we assume 
that late Pleistocene slip rates along the Sierra 
Nevada frontal fault zone have remained con-
stant into the Holocene, a velocity vector dia-
gram shows that motion of the Sierra Nevada 
with respect to a fi xed block east of the Owens 
Valley fault is at a rate of ~3.0 mm/yr toward 
an azimuth of ~331° (Fig. 13). The summed 
Sierra Nevada vector is clockwise with respect 
to motion of the Sierra Nevada microplate rela-
tive to stable North America. This difference 
can be explained by extension across the Basin 
and Range Province between the Owens Val-
ley fault and stable North America (e.g., Wes-
nousky et al., 2005; U.S. Geological Survey, 
2004; Friedrich et al., 2004; Thatcher et al., 
1999; Wernicke et al., 2000). If, on the other 
hand, our higher Holocene slip rates refl ect an 
increase in strain rate along the Sierra Nevada 
frontal fault zone, then motion of the Sierra 
Nevada has a rate of ~3.2 mm/yr toward an 
azimuth of ~317°, nearly parallel to the Sierra 
Nevada block motion (Fig. 13). Note that if 
we use Bacon et al.’s (2002) dextral slip-rate 
estimate of 0.8 mm/yr along the Owens Valley 
fault, it yields a predicted motion of the Sierra 
Nevada that ranges from a rate of ~2.0 mm/yr 
toward an azimuth of 327° to a rate of ~2.3 mm/
yr toward an azimuth of 306°. The distribution 
of fault slip along the eastern escarpment of 
the Sierra Nevada shows that dextral slip dom-
inates, consistent with measured GPS veloci-
ties across the western margin of the Basin and 
Range Province (e.g., Thatcher et al., 1999; 
Wernicke et al., 2000).
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CONCLUSIONS

New geologic mapping and 10Be alluvial-fan-
surface abandonment ages along the southern 
Sierra Nevada frontal fault zone yield numerical 
ages for several alluvial fan surfaces that range 
from ca. 124 to 4 ka and geomorphic evidence 
that slip along faults that cut these surfaces is 
normal dip slip. Vertical slip across fault scarps 
that cut alluvial fan surfaces ranges from ~41 
to 4 m. Combining these data yields an average 
late Pleistocene to Holocene vertical slip rate of 
0.2–0.3 mm/yr, which is similar to late Pleisto-
cene to Holocene slip rates documented along 
bounding normal faults of the Basin and Range 
Province. The motion of the Sierra Nevada block 
is partitioned onto three subparallel, closely 
spaced faults along its southeastern fl ank: sub-
ordinate normal slip along the Sierra Nevada 
frontal fault zone, intermediate oblique slip 
along the Lone Pine fault, and dominant dextral 
slip along the Owens Valley fault. Distribution 
of slip rates among these three faults demon-
strates that dextral slip has dominated since at 
least the late Pleistocene, consistent with the 
dextrally dominated present-day transtensional 
strain accumulation observed across the western 
margin of the Eastern California Shear Zone and 
the Basin and Range Province.
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